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Dear Parents,  

Today, I came across a beautiful story during my evening reading time and 
thought that I must share it with you all! 

A blind boy sat on the steps of a building with a hat by his feet. He held up a 
sign which said: “I am blind, please help.”
There were only a few coins in the hat.  A man was walking by. He took a 
few coins from his pocket and dropped them into the hat. He then took the 
sign, turned it around, and wrote some words. He put the sign back so that 
everyone who walked by would see the new words. Soon the hat began to 
fill up. A lot more people were giving money to the blind boy. That afternoon 
the man who had changed the sign came to see how things were. The boy 
recognized his footsteps and asked, “Were you the one who changed my 
sign this morning? What did you write?”
The man said, “I only wrote the truth. I said what you said but in a different 
way. I wrote: “Today is a beautiful day but I cannot see it.”
Both signs told people that the boy was blind. But the first sign simply said 
the boy was blind. The second sign told people that they were so lucky that 
they were not blind .should we be surprised that the second sign was more 
effective?

We must be thankful for what we have…Be creative. Be innovative. Think 
differently and positively. We must prepare for the future without fear. 
(Acknowledgment- https://www.thetappingsolution.com/blog/short-lesson-
gratitude/)

Innovation means using new technology and using new ways of thinking to 
add value to an existing idea or product and to make substantial changes in 
society. Creativity provides a deeper understanding of the world around us. 
When teachers use creative and experiments in teaching, they make way 
for deep thinkers and inquirers. These in turn grow to be young learners 
who are, knowledgeable thinkers and express themselves freely.
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The more creative our students are, the happier they will be. Creativity 
fosters multiple solutions and perspectives. It helps students to think, try, 
invent, review and reflect, in turn prepare for the future.
Being creative is mandatory for tomorrow. Subjects must be taught and 
looked at beyond books. Our students need to know the real-life 
implications and apply their learning to life. We must ensure that we don’t 
ignore creativity in our classrooms. Creativity is a pre-requisite for 
innovation and also gives purpose and meaning to one’s vision. It 
encourages us to take risks, listen to perspectives, think, apply, connect 
and create.  The world is changing rapidly and learning a specific skill set 
and following it exactly won’t get our students very far. What prepares 
them is, creativity.
Our role is crucial in providing a safe environment where students can 
express their creativity, explore, and understand in a way unique to them. 
Creativity is a crucial for development, and useful for expressing, and 
understanding thoughts and feelings! 

We look forward to opportunities and experiences for our students to build 
on their creativity and be risk takers while innovating to find solutions for 
the issues around them! 

Anjalika Sharma
Principal IBPYP



Greetings from The Gaudium School!
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Transdisciplinary Theme:How  we express 
ourselves.

Central Idea:Celebration and traditions are 
expression of share beliefs and values

Lines of Inquiry:
• Reasons for celebration.
• Features of traditions and celebrations.
• Meaning people assign to celebration and 

traditions.

Key Concepts:Causation, Connection and 
Perspective.

Related Concepts:Beliefs, Values, Culture and
Communicators.

Learner Profile:Open-minded , Inquirers.



Monthly Review
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Unit of Inquiry :-The unit of inquiry focused on the "meaning people assign
to celebrations and traditions". The geckos were given books about festivals
celebrated in different countries which allowed them to inquire and discuss
features of celebrations and traditions around the world. They were shown
a video on "Birthdays around the world", which helped them to understand
that the nature of celebrations vary widely. A timely provocation helped the
geckos identify artifacts used in celebrations and also understand the
meanings assigned to these objects. This, in turn, led them to the concept of
perception and beliefs. The geckos were encouraged to differentiate
different beliefs and link it to how it was expressed during the celebrations.
Finally, they were motivated to understand why we celebrate and how
diverse families could celebrate the same belief differently.

Transdisciplinary Language:- The theme allowed the geckos to indulge in
some form of descriptive writing. They spelt out the features of different
festivals and how they celebrated these. The theme had space to introduce
letter writing. They wrote invitations for their birthday party. They enjoyed
reading comprehensions and practiced writing exercises which involved
the use of helping verbs like has/ have as well as the use of present and past
continuous tenses too. The geckos made lemonade in the class to
understand recipe as well as the process of writing it in a sequence.
Transdisciplinary Math: The concept of division was advanced using the
regrouping method. The geckos were encouraged to make stories about
division by looking at pictures. This enabled them to apply the concept to
real-world situations. The geckos solved division problems. Since festivals
are celebrated at different times of the year, the inquiry allowed us to
introduce the concept of time. They were able to arrange items according to
time. The geckos were introduced to clock and were made aware of its
different parts and functioning. They learnt to read time, draw and mark
different times on the clock. The idea of symmetry was introduced using
the theme of Rangoli. The geckos tried it out themselves by folding pictures
and identified lines of symmetry. Finally, they listed out objects ( living or
non-living) in real life where symmetry plays a vital role and is visible.



Monthly Review

Telugu: The geckos learnt podupukadhalu through the lesson Telivyna
Rani. They also learned ottu words. They are learning the names of birds 
and animals through the lesson kodipilla.

French: The geckos began working with vocabulary of days and months. 
They could read the days and months from the calendar in French. They 
also learned rhymes about days and months.

Hindi: The geckos learnt words of अं matra, and चंद्रब दंु .They practices 
making words and sentences. They read aloud and used the same in 
writing. The geckos further worked on making words by joining two letters 
of the alphabet. They further practiced reading short stories and poem and  
focused on pronunciation as well.

Dance: The geckos were introduced to the book balancing dance activity, 
which is to enhance their ability to maintain a controlled body position 
during task performance, whether it is sitting at a table, walking the 
balance beam or stepping up. They practiced  different dance forms like 
freestyle, Bhangra and Dandiya

Drama:- The geckos learnt to explore the physical skills and challenges. An 
ensemble and a group performance was the focus of the month.

Music:-The geckos learnt the songs “A gift to you” and “What a wonderful 
world”. They continued improving their understanding of the elements 
“tempo” and “dynamics”. They were introduced to the musical element 
“Harmony”.
Art: The geckos inquired into ancient Roman and Greek art forms. They 
worked on pots in Greek style and pillars in Roman style. The geckos read 
about Roman and Greek art and reflected on the same.

PE: The geckos practiced athletics / running and starting positions like 
crouch start and its types like bunch or bullet start, medium start, elongated 
start and running relay races.
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Learning and Teaching
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Learning and Teaching

Learning and Teaching

Learning and Teaching



Learning and Teaching
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Learning and Teaching
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School Events- Republic Day
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Republic Day Celebrations

Republic Day Celebrations



Annual Sports Day – Pre-Primary
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Annual Sports Day – Grade 3 to 11
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SAIBSA- IBDP Job Alike Session 
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Inauguration of the session

Mr. Kaisar Dopaishi, the SAIBSA president, was 
the keynote speaker of the event



The Gaudium Sportopia Interschool Table 
Tennis Championship 
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Education World – Promoting Reading 
Culture in Primary Years
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All India rank no. 15 



Sportopia updates….
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Times of India 17, January 2020



The Gaudium in news…..
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The Gaudium’s Pride
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The Gaudium’s Pride
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Month Ahead
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Unit of Inquiry: The geckos will inquire into the fifth unit of inquiry on
”Physical and virtual public spaces provide people with opportunities to make
connections and establish a sense of community”. They will find the
differences between physical and virtual spaces. They will also explore where
and why people use public spaces. The geckos will read books and collect
information from the internet to find the characteristics of public spaces. They
will inquire into the do’s and don’ts of social media through classroom
discussions and guest sessions.

Transdisciplinary Language:The geckos will work on the skills of descriptive
writing. They will also be encouraged to write a formal letter to a public officer /
concerned person addressing any issue they have come across. The geckos will
continue working on their reading and comprehension skills. They will learn to
use pronoun and prepositions in sentences.

Transdisciplinary Math:The geckos will be exploring the concept of time and
time line. They will discover the role of money in daily life. The geckos will
learn to interpret data in bar and line graphs. Division will be practiced as
standalone Math.

Hindi: The geckoswill learn about संयकु्त व्यंजनसंयकु्ताक्षर and संज्ञा ।

Telugu:. The geckos will be learning through Paramanandayya sisyulu lesson 
and frame sentences with new words.

French:. The geckos will be learning to say their nationality in French along 
with learning country names and nationalities. They will differentiate 
masculine, feminine and plural form of nationalities.

Dance:- The geckos will be introduced to the clapping dance activity and 
continue to inquiry on bhangra dance form with regular practice. 
Music:-The geckos will continue exploring element of music- "Harmony". They 
will practice adding up the simple  harmonization for the songs they have 
learnt by using different scales within a single composition.

Drama: -The geckos will continue exploring the physical skills and challenges.
An ensemble and a group performance will be the focus of the month as well.

Art:- They geckos will start inquiry into Japanese folk art. They will learn the 
Japanese art style by making landscapes with water colours.
PE: The geckos will continue learning about: Athletics (crouch start and its 
types like bunch or bullet ,medium, elongated start), relay races, As well as 
throwing and catching Basketball (Passing skills, dribbling, ball feeling)



Upcoming Events
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Date1st Day Event 

1st 
February

Saturday IBPYP Job Alike session
(SAIBSA)

4th and 5th Tuesday and 
Wednesday

IBPYP Hyderabad Network 
Cricket Tournament (Gr 3 -5)

5th Wednesday World Read Aloud Day

11th and 
12th

Tuesday and 
Wednesday

Class photo

27th and 
28th

Thursday 
and Friday

IBPYP Hyderabad Network 
Basketball Tournament(Gr 3-5)



Event Links

Event links:

https://www.thegaudium.com/gaudium-events/

Our website:
https://www.thegaudium.com/

Learning blogs:
https://www.thegaudium.com/the-learning-blogs/

Facebook : For daily updates please like the page.
https://www.facebook.com/thegaudiumschool/

Sportopia registration link
http://sportopia.thegaudium.com/pages/enquiries
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